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Abstract

Much existing work in text-to-scene generation focuses on generating static scenes. By intro-
ducing a focus on motion verbs, we integrate dynamic semantics into a rich formal model of
events to generate animations in real time that correlate with human conceptions of the event
described. This paper presents a working system that generates these animated scenes over a test
set, discussing challenges encountered and describing the solutions implemented.

1 Introduction

The expressiveness of natural language is difficult to translate into visuals, and much work in text-
to-scene generation has focused on creating static images, e.g., Coyne and Sproat (2001) and Chang
et. al (2015). Our approach centers on motion verbs, using a rich formal model of events and map-
ping from an NL expression, through Dynamic Interval Temporal Logic (Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz,
2011), into a 3D animated simulation. Previously, we introduced a method for modeling motion lan-
guage predicates in three dimensions (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2014). This led to VoxML, a
modeling language to encode composable semantic knowledge about NL entities (Pustejovsky and Kr-
ishnaswamy, 2016), and a reasoner to generate simulations involving novel objects and events (Krish-
naswamy and Pustejovsky, 2016). Our system, VoxSim, uses object and event semantic knowledge
to generate animated scenes in real time without a complex animation interface. The latest stable
build of VoxSim is available at http://www.voxicon.net. The Unity project and source is at
https://github.com/nkrishnaswamy/voxicon.

2 Theoretical Motivations

Dynamic interpretations of event structures divide motion verbs into “path” and “manner of motion”
verbs. Path verbs reassign the moving argument’s position relative to a specified location; for manner
verbs, position is specified through prepositional adjunct. Thus, The spoon falls and The spoon falls into
the cup result in different “mental instantiations,” or “simulations” (Bergen, 2012). In order to visualize
events, a computational system must infer path or manner information from the objects involved or from
their composition with the predicate.

Visual instantiations of lexemes, or “voxemes” (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2016), require an
encoding of their situational context, or a habitat (Pustejovsky, 2013; McDonald and Pustejovsky, 2014),
as well as afforded behaviors that the object can participate in, that are either Gibsonian or telic in nature
(Gibson, 1977; Gibson, 1979; Pustejovsky, 1995). For instance, a cup may afford containing another
object, or being drunk from. Many event descriptions presuppose such conditions that rarely appear in
linguistic data, but a visualization lacking them will make little sense to the observer. This linguistic
“dark matter,” conspicuous by its absence, is thus easily exposable through simulation.

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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3 Architecture

VoxSim uses the Unity game engine (Goldstone, 2009) for graphics and I/O processing. Input is a simple
natural language sentence, which is part-of-speech tagged, dependency-parsed, and transformed into a
simple predicate-logic format. These NLP tasks may be handled with a variety of third-party tools,
such as the ClearNLP parser (Choi and McCallum, 2013), SyntaxNet (Andor et al., 2016), or TRIPS
(Ferguson et al., 1998), which interface with the simulation software using a C++ communications bridge
and wrapper. 3D assets and VoxML-modeled entities are loaded externally, either locally or from a web
server. Commands to the simulator may be input directly to the software UI, or may be sent over a
generic network connection or using VoxSim Commander, a companion iOS app.

UnityiOS

Simulator
Communications

Bridge
VoxSim

Commander

Parser VoxML Resources

Voxeme
Geometries

Figure 1: VoxSim architecture schematic

3.1 Processing Pipeline

put/VB the/DT apple/NN on/IN the/DT plate/NN
DET

DOBJ CASE

DET

NMOD
ROOT

1. p := put(a[]) 4. nmod := on(b)
2. dobj := apple 5. b := plate
3. a.push(dobj) 6. a.push(nmod)
put(apple,on(plate))

Figure 2: Dependency parse for Put the apple on the plate and transformation to predicate-logic form.

Given a tagged and dependency parsed sentence, we can transform it into predicate-logic format using
the root of the parse as the VoxML PROGRAM, which accepts as many arguments as are specified in its
type structure, and subsequently enqueuing arguments that are either constants (i.e. VoxML OBJECTs) or
evaluate to constants at runtime (all other VoxML entity types). Other non-constant VoxML entity types
are treated similarly, though usually accept only one argument.

4 Semantic Processing and Compositionality

Rather than relying on manually-specified objects with identifying language, we instead procedurally
compose voxemes’ VoxML properties in parallel with their linked lexemes.

A VoxML entity’s interpretation at runtime depends on the other entities it is composed with. A cup on
a surface, with its opening upward, may afford containing another object, so to place an object in(cup),
the system must first determine if the intended containing object (i.e., the cup) affords containment by
default by examining its affordance structure (figure 3).

If so, the object must be currently situated in a habitat which allows objects to be placed partially or
completely inside it (represented by RCC relations PO, TPP, or NTPP, as shown in the VoxML for in).
cup’s VoxML TYPE shows a concave object with rotational symmetry around the Y-axis and reflectional
symmetry across the XY and YZ planes, meaning that it opens along the Y-axis. Its HABITAT further
situates the opening along its positive Y-axis, meaning that if the cup’s opening along its +Y is currently
unobstructed, it affords containment. Previously established habitats, i.e., “The cup is flipped over,” may
activate or deactivate these and other affordances.

Finally, the system must check to see if the object to be contained can fit in the containing object in its
current configuration. If so, it is moved into position. If not, the system attempts to rotate the contained
object into an orientation where it will fit inside the container. If it can, the object is rotated into that
orientation and then moved. If no such orientation exists, the system returns a message stating that the
requested action is impossible to perform.
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put

TYPE =



HEAD = process

ARGS =

[
A1 = agent
A2 = physobj
A3 = location

]

BODY =


E1 = grasp(A1, A2)
E2 = [while(hold(A1, A2),

move(A2))]
E3 = [at(A1, A3) →

ungrasp(A1, A2)








in

TYPE =


CLASS = config
VALUE = ProperPart ‖ PO

ARGS =

[
A1 = x:3D
A2 = y:3D

]





cup

TYPE =


HEAD = cylindroid[1]
COMPONENTS = surface,interior
CONCAVITY = concave
ROTATSYM = {Y }
REFLECTSYM = {XY, Y Z}


HABITAT =

[
INTR = [2]

[
UP = align(Y, EY )
TOP = top(+Y )

] ]

AFFORD STR =



A1 = H[2] →
[put(x, on([1]))]
support([1], x)

A2 = H[2] →
[put(x, in([1]))]
contain([1], x)

A3 = H[2] →
[grasp(x, [1])]




Figure 3: VoxML typing, habitats, and affordances for “put”, “in”, and “cup”

Figure 4: Execution of “put the spoon in the mug”

Currently VoxSim implements RCC relations (Randell et al., 1992; Galton, 2000; Albath et al., 2010),
but can be extended to other QSR approaches, including the situation calculus (Bhatt and Loke, 2008),
and Intersection Calculus (Kurata and Egenhofer, 2007).

We augment this approach with an embodied agent that simultaneously enacts the same program as
the manipulated object, composing the object motion (“object model”) and the agent motion (“action
model”) into a single “event model,” allowing for both agent-free and agent-driven actions.

Figure 5: Execution of “put the apple on the plate” using embodied agent

Once all parameters requiring specification have values assigned to them, VoxSim executes the pro-
gram over its arguments, rendering the visual result each frame, which provides a trace of the event
from beginning to end. Note that the precise running time of the generated animation is variable and
dependent on the values calculated for the aforementioned parameters, including the total distance an
object must move from its starting position to its target, any preconditions that must be fulfilled before
the commanded event can be executed, and others.
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5 Conclusions

VoxSim provides a method not only for generating 3D visualizations using an intuitive natural language
interface instead of specialized skillsets (a primary goal of programs such as WordsEye), but also a plat-
form on which researchers may conduct experiments on the discrete observables of motion events while
evaluating semantic theories, thus providing data to back up theoretical intuitions. Visual simulation
provides an intuitive way to trace spatial cues’ entailments through a narrative, enabling broader study
of event and motion semantics.

VoxSim currently handles an expanding lexicon of voxemes (a “voxicon”), with many primitive ob-
jects and behaviors encoded in VoxML and available for composition into macro-entities. The current
voxicon status is given in table 1. No distinction is made here between primitive and macro-entities.

Objects (18) Programs (17) Relations (6) Functions (12)
block grasp on edge
ball hold in center
plate touch against top
cup move at bottom
disc turn support back
spoon roll containment front
book slide left
blackboard spin right
bottle lift corner
grape stack diagonal
apple put above
banana lean below
table flip
bowl close
knife open
pencil reach
paper sheet push
box

Table 1: Current voxicon contents

Scene visualization work is not well-reflected in current evaluation, due to sparsity of datasets and
lack of a general-domain gold standard(Johansson et al., 2005), so we are developing two human-driven
evaluation methods, augmented by an automatic method. Human evaluation asks subjects to make a
pairwise similarity judgement over a generated simulation and a set of possible labels, going both ways
(i.e. a judgement on one simulation to many labels and on one label to many simulations). Automatic
evaluation measures the vector distance from a generated simulation to a preconceived “prototype” of
the input event descriptor. The results of these experiments are currently being evaluated.

We are also planning on building links to lexical semantic resources such as VerbNet (Kipper et al.,
2006) to allow us to leverage existing datasets for macro-program composition, and to expand the se-
mantic processing to event sequences, to simulate narratives beyond the sentence level.
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